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President’s Message

We look forward to a productive fall season 

and look forward to an upcoming 2022 work 

season with optimism that the many projects 

on the horizon will create some great work 

opportunities for our Broda group.

Gord Broda

It is hard not to mention that Covid-19 is still a 

huge threat to our daily lives – this 4th wave 

that is being driven by the variant is pushing 

the daily case number up to new highs and we 

are back where the pressure on the hospitals 

and medical system is at capacity again. We 

need to do everything we can in our 

workplace environment and also in your 

personal life to work together to make good 

decisions. There is no doubt that restrictions 

will be enforced again until we can “bend the 

curve” and get the numbers back down again. 

We  need  to  exe rc i se  pa t i ence  and 

cooperation to work through this process 

once again.

Everybody stay safe. 

President, Broda Group LP

On the safety front we have recently received 

some great news with our COR Audit scores 

coming in very high. We want to thank the 

safety group and the entire company for their 

dedication to keeping safety a top priority – 

our people are our greatest asset, and we 

value the safety of each and everyone of you. 

Keep up the good work.

fall is already here and the cooler Ttemperatures are reminding us that 

Halloween is coming soon and then 

after that the snow will soon follow. But let's 

reflect on the great summer that we had with 

some fantastic hot weather. There were quite 

a few weekends that the hot weather made for 

some fun lake time and fun outdoor time in 

general. We certainly hope everyone took 

advantage and enjoyed the great outdoors. 

This great weather also was a bonus for all our 

projects – we experienced minimal down time 

due to weather. All the projects have been 

performing quite successfully and we are 

trending well going into the fall season. As we 

head into this fall season, we can see an uptick 

in new projects coming out for tender and 

that creates good opportunity for us to bid 

and land new work.

Vice President’s Message
ummer has come and gone for most of us at 

SBroda. Thanks to everyone and the weather - 

we are on track and doing well on all project 

fronts.  Ballast, Energy, Infrastructure and 

KamCrete have all been doing a great job this year 

meeting our targets working productively and 

safely.  All indications are that the “big wheel” at 

Broda is firing on all cylinders which makes one 

proud and sets the stage for attacking all the 

opportunities crossing my desk with a positive, 

confident feeling that we can handle anything.  We 

are looking at new work this fall and future work 

that would begin this fall and roll into next year.  

With numerous great announcements such as BHP 

Potash Mine (Janzen); OSB Plant (Prince Albert); 

reopening of Paper Excellence (Prince Albert); 

Flood Control Project (Springbank, AB) and many 

other opportunities that seem to be crossing over 

my desk daily.  I really feel the economy and our 

business is set for a continued resurgence and a lot 

of work and opportunity for the future.

As of very recently, I have received the results for 

our Corporate COR audits in Saskatchewan and 

Alberta.  I can report with pride and confidence 

that we have received our accreditation again 

scoring 94% and 96% respectfully.  This is very 

good news and only possible thanks to everyone 

involved in Broda.  Certainly, Robert and his team 

drive the topic and division of safety. But to truly be 

successful, the entire company needs to buy in on a 

daily basis, driving our “Safety First” Broda culture.  

Following that, everything else will fall into place. Thanks to each and everyone of you and your 

families.

Vice President, Broda Group LP

Finally, to end on a great positive – it's football 

season! My favorite time of year.  It always brings 

back fond memories of my son “Max” as he loved 

football and was a tenacious, competitive, hard 

driving son of a gun that did it all at a 120%.  But 

did so with respect and leadership that so many 

people admired.  The roots of our business I feel 

carry that same ingrown corporate engrained 

characteristic and I am very excited about what's 

next.  I feel our future looks bright.  Take care, keep 

believing and let's end the year the way we have 

been rolling – safe and succeeding. 

Russell Clunie Jr.

I do not and will not draw into the debate of 

vaccinate or don't vaccinate, but I will suggest it is 

very important that we are all responsible for our 

own health and safety.  We have a responsibility to 

also be concerned of the same for all our fellow 

workers.  So then, what you do away from work, 

how you live your life, what you believe in, is all 

your own right.  But for the sake of yourself, your 

family, your fellow employees, as well as the health 

of the business, please make good decisions that 

mitigate the risk of this pandemic.

At the risk of sounding rhetorical, I do need to 

remind everyone that we are not out of the woods 

yet.  COVID-19 still is very real and a constant risk 

to our Broda teams' success.  The variant is causing 

significant problems and certainly putting 

pressure on the health systems. Which is in turn 

creating ongoing restrictions and potential work 

loss or shutdown of potential projects if we have 

exposures.
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Hwy 26 was required to start this year in order to get large size culverts in the ground to beat the potential water flow that occurs in this 

area in spring.  The crew has went to site and has had to detour the hwy 26 and open cut the highway in order to put the large size pipe in 

the ground.  To date the crew has been on schedule and has completed the task as needed.  We will plan to remove all the fence required 

the fall in order to complete the clearing and grubbing portion of the work as well.  Once again the crew and supervision has managed the 

works to keep project on schedule, good work by all.  

Goodsoil

Broda Energy Services have had; and continue to have a very good summer. Supervision and crews have met or exceeded client 

expectations on many fronts and projects. We are continuing to push through as long as the weather permits with the various ongoing 

reclamation projects, as well as proceeding with various client drilling programs through the fall and winter. Broda Energy Services will 

remain diligent with our safety, quality service and the finished product being provided which continues to create our success and 

growth. A big thank you to our supervision group, operators and all involved for a job well done, keep up the good work, our success is 

because of ALL of you!

Broda Energy Services

The summer of 2021 has provided a great run of weather and the Grande Prairie crew has hit that project with flawless execution.  To date 

nearly 600,000m3 of common has been moved with an additional 130,000m3 hauled with our side dump fleet.  The crew will also be 

producing our own gabion rock and rip rap from the native material in the borrow pit.  The crew will have nearly all the constructable 

grade completed this season, with only bridge abutment fills remaining for next season due to settlement criteria.  The project has gone 

well with great feedback from both our client Carmacks Enterprises and Alberta Transportation.

Grande Prairie – HWY 40 Carmacks

We are glad to return this season and continue to work with our partners at James Smith in completing some community road upgrades.  

This season has been a little different as we have added the replacement of some curb stops and water shut off valves allowing our crew to 

grow into some work related to underground services.  The project is going well and expected to wrap up early fall.

James Smith – Road Upgrades

Recovery park is a future landfill site in Saskatoon.  The project had a late start this year but it was able to start on time with the crew that 

had completed the Brighton works along with additional manpower from other sites to build a good crew.  This project is slated to be 

completed end of September and it has gone well.  Our biggest obstacle with this project was getting the approval of crossing the Suncor 

line that cuts through the main portion of the site that separates the cuts from the fills.  Although this seems to be a minor task, the 

coordination and approvals to cross the line is quite a challenge.  Once we were able to successfully get the crossing and construct it the 

project has been moving along at a pace that was required in order to complete in time for the underground contractor to follow our 

works.  Great work by the supervisor and crew.

Recovery Park

The crew has been forging away this summer on Phase II of the Sturgeon Yard and making excellent headway.  With the design and scope 

being defined very late in the season, we have still managed to turn over the first two thirds of the critical path items ahead of schedule.  

The crew has taken the learnings from what was already a very successful Phase I of the project and applied them to the second phase far 

exceeding expectations.  This season's scope included over 500,000m3 of excavation, 65,000 tonne of sub ballast placement, 1800m of 

storm system installation fed by 10,000m of subdrain.  Despite current industry challenges surrounding material items such as piping, etc. 

we have been able to deliver a very quality project to a very satisfied client.  

Cando – Fort Saskatchewan
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During my time with Broda the most interesting 
job I had so far is hauling dirt with semi and trailer 
through the city of Saskatoon – working in 
congested areas, residential areas and through 
very busy traffic, school zones and residential 
areas with these heavy loads and big equipment – 
making for intense and strenuous days. 

 I am a heavy equipment operator and a semi-
truck driver. I move and haul dirt and assist with 
road building and moving and installing culverts. I 
am a team player with the group. As the job tasks 
change, I may assist in laboring at times. Safety is a 
big concern in my mind, and I like to watch out for 
others as they would watch out for me. It is 
important to keep focused and my mind on the 
task at hand.  If a new team member comes on the 
job, I am always happy to guide them through the 
steps of their tasks and to know that they are 
qualified to go on their own. Additionally, I enjoy 
maintaining equipment that I'm working with to 
make sure it is well taken care of.  As a truck driver I 
need to know and follow all the rules and 
regulations to drive on major highways.                                                                                                                                                                                                            

My favorite part of the job is working with a really 
good group that like to joke and laugh and make 
the job joyful. The humor makes you enjoy the job 
more. The supervisors are well educated and 
informed which I appreciate because leadership is 
important.

3) What are some of the major strengths of 
Broda Group?

1) Tell us what you do day to day in your job?

2) What's your favorite part of the job?

The major strength of Broda is that they are a big 
company with good equipment – able to keep 
workers busy on a steady basis. They do send you 
wherever they need an individual with the skills 
you have. 

4) Working for Broda what was the most 
unusual or interesting job you've ever had?

If I wasn't doing Heavy Equipment work … 

6) What did you do before joining Broda?

5) What would you do for a career if you 
were not doing this?

I would probably still be working as an actor 
doing films. Having done this previously for 
several years as a cast member and stunt/actor 
double in several films and several years with 
Disney's Wild West Show in France or go back 
to my roots of training horses. 

The job I came from was working at Star 
Diamond Site at Fort a la Corne as a M/O which 
is a Multi-Operator for Nuna Logistics. As a 
team member we were drilling for diamonds. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                              

10) Where do you see yourself in 5 years?

8) Favorite meal?
I love Fried Bread and Pork. It is comfort food 
for me. 

I couldn't live without my wife and kids.                                                                                               

9) Name one thing you can't live without.

7) What are your interests outside of work?
My interests outside of work: as a big game 
outfitter and Treaty hunter, I like to live off the 
wild as I hunt and process my own wild meat. I 
love carpentry and mechanical work. I am a 
certified welder and metal fabricator, I like to 
make trailers all lengths and sizes. There are so 
many things I am interested to do but haven't 
had the time, it is tough to list them all. In 
retirement I wouldn't mind doing film work 
again. 

In five years I see myself working and earning a 
good wage. 

Larry Brittain

3rd Quarter Project Updates

In July Broda Group LP was contacted by CP Rail, we were requested to rescreen the current stockpile of track ballast on site at the Walhachin Quarry 

located west of Kamloops BC. In early July we mobilized the required equipment to the Walhachin Quarry to perform this project and as soon as we 

started the rescreening work, the site was shut down due to a forest fire that was in close proximity to the Walhachin Quarry. Thankfully after about 

two weeks of being shut down, the crew was able to return to the site and resume the rescreening project. Currently the crew is still working on 

rescreening the track ballast material. Thank you to our supervision and site operators for all your assistance with this project. 

Walhachin Quarry (CP Rail)

During the upcoming autumn season, make your personal safety a priority at work and at home.

Crushing operations are also in full swing at the CP Rail Swansea Quarry located south of Cranbrook BC. The site operations crew is producing rail 

ballast materials for CP Rail at this location for the remainder of the 2021 season. The Swansea Quarry site also dealt with extreme hot summer 

temperatures this summer as well. There were also a large number of forest fires burning in the surrounding area of the Swansea Quarry. However, 

the site was not required to shut down during this time period. The Swansea Quarry site operating crew also had to deal with several days of smoky 

skies and poor air quality. Thankfully cooler temperatures have arrived in this area as well and the provincial forest fire activity has also decreased in 

this region. Thank you to our supervision and site operators for all your assistance with this project so far this season. 

Swansea Quarry (CP Rail)  

Crushing operations are in full swing at the CN Rail McAbee Quarry located east of Cache Creek BC for another season. The site operators are 

producing rail ballast materials and will also be loading railcars for CN Rail at this location for the remainder of the 2021 season. During the hot 

summer temperatures experienced this summer, there were a large number of forest fires burning in the BC interior and at times and not far from 

the McAbee Quarry. With the provincial forest firefighting effort and some timely rain falls we were not required to shut down operations at this 

location. However, the site operating crew had to deal with several days of smoky skies and poor air quality during the summer season. Thankfully 

cooler temperatures have arrived, and the provincial forest fire activity has decreased which has allowed for clearer skies. Thank you to our 

supervision and site operators for all your assistance with this project so far this season. 

McAbee Quarry  (CN Rail) 

 At Kam Crete we have been very busy the last few months, pouring, forming, placing & finishing concrete.  We're still crushing, the trucks are pretty 

much caught up with the hauling, just a few miles here and there but basically starting to slow down. We still need to haul material back into the 

yard.  The bridge project at Runnymede & the new Co-op Cardlock project in Canora has been keeping everyone pretty busy.  We have a culvert job 

replacement that we are starting for Cote Band in the next few days.  We still have some concrete projects on the go, a couple big shops along with 

various smaller jobs. The season has been quite good for us.  It's hard to believe that it is the middle of September already, where did the summer 

go.

Kamcrete Update



Over the past few months, our safety program has undergone countless 

audits / inspections that have been conducted both internally and 

externally. To say that we have been strung thin is a serious 

understatement, however, we've been able to pull through and shine 

regardless of circumstance. While there are many notable achievements 

to mention, a few stood out that deserve high recognition.

s a proud Canadian business, we know the uniqueness of Aprovincial safety standards and their requirements. Whether it is 

British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, or Ontario, 

we are continuously customizing our safety program to tailer to the 

needs of external stakeholders to ensure we remain compliant while 

also maintaining efficiency, effectiveness, and reliability.

The Ministry of Energy, Mines & Low Carbon Innovation (MEM) uses a 

Compliance & Enforcement Approach (C&E) ensuring regulatory 

compliance throughout British Columbia. Through the C&E, inspectors 

use tools to evaluate the effectiveness of mining regulations on specific 

work sites and issue direct enforcement orders / advisories based on 

their findings. Over the years and in collaboration with the MEM, Broda 

Group has made significant changes to meet and exceed any and all 

enforcement orders / advisories issued. With respect to our Swansea, 

McAbee and Walhachin operations, each inspection has yielded 

different results while our team remains consistent where they respond 

appropriately and address these orders / advisories in a respectful and 

timely manner.

In 2018, the Government of Alberta passed Bill 30: An Act to Protect the 

Health and Well-being of Working Albertans. As part of the legislative 

changes, all Certifying Partners, including the Alberta Construction 

Safety Association (ACSA), were required to adopt a new audit standard. 

Being our first ACSA external COR audit since implementation and with 

the removal of the observation component due to the COVID-19 

pandemic, this was by far our most complex and thorough audit to date. 

From documentation to interviews, no stone was left unturned as every 

element of our HSE Program was probed and prodded. Though the 

audit did not come without its trials and tribulations, our team 

persevered and the auditor awarded us a score of 96% while 

commending everyone on their, “strong commitment to be involved 

with and sustain a positive health and safety culture”.

Again in 2018, the Saskatchewan Ministry of Highways and 

Infrastructure (MHI) amended their contractor compliance 

requirements to include mandatory external work site audits providing 

an independent analysis of an organization's capabilities with respect to 

the health and safety of workers, the traveling public, and other 

stakeholders within a particular work zone. As Broda Group has had 

limited exposure to this process, the Goodsoil Project was used as a 

guineapig to develop a baseline score. During the initial audit, the 

auditor identified minor deficiencies but still awarded us a score of 

98.7%. After addressing these deficiencies, the auditor then conducted 

a follow up audit scoring us a perfect 100%. With more MHI work being 

brought to the table, this is a great feat as it showcases how our internal 

processes and procedures align with that of the MHIs.

As always, stay safe and have fun.

Robert Price

HSE Manager

Since 1999, Broda Group has maintained its Certificate of Recognition 

(COR) status with the Heavy Construction Safety Association of 

Saskatchewan (HCSAS). Over the course of time the HCSAS adopted the 

Canadian Federation of Construction Safety Associations national 

standards to do just that – meet a national standard. With scores varying 

between 87% to 97%, Broda Group has always exceeded this national 

standard and this year is no exception. I am please to announce that we 

have exceeded our overall average and have been awarded a final score 

of 94%.

The strength of our organization is largely measured by how it handles 

its challenges. With respect to the aforementioned information, there is 

no denying that Broda Group excels in its ability to adapt and overcome 

as we are evidently leaders within our industry. And with consideration 

to the pandemic, our organizational and operational steps have been 

taken with industry leadership in mind. While much uncertainty still 

exists, I continue to ask that everyone remain diligent in their 

preventative measures in the hopes that we will soon return to our pre-

pandemic lives.
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Whether it is at work, at home or at play, staying focused will allow us to complete our tasks and enjoy family, friends, and activities that we all may 
look forward to. 

At this time of the year, we, as people can also become the exact opposite of feeling rushed, and almost go into a coast mode. We see the end of 
projects and tasks nearing and become relaxed and sometimes complacent in our daily activities. Once this sets in, it can be very hard to break 
out of as well. Refocusing, assessing our plans and activities, and evaluating our hazards and controls can all help to reset ourselves and combat 
this feeling of complacency. This will also help to prevent us from taking those unnecessary shortcuts at times as well.

With the end of some construction projects and the summer season fast approaching, our attention turns to cleaning up and finishing all the odd 
jobs and details that we may have put off to complete bigger projects or just to enjoy our summer. The nice warm weather slowly fades into 
cooler temperatures which can sometimes put us into a rush to get the tasks completed before winter sets in and takes hold.

Whether it be at work or at home, rushing to get tasks completed can cause us to take unnecessary risks and shortcuts that, otherwise, we may 
not even consider. These can pose some of the highest potential risks to ourselves and to others. We must always be conscious of what we are 
doing, where we are doing it, how we are doing it and who we are doing it with. 

Lance Horne

Stay focused and play safe.

HSE & Training Coordinator
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Project Profile

McClean Lake TMF Construction
cClean Lake TMF construction works Mstarted in May with a snowstorm and 

since then we have been moving along 

and have met all goals that were set for the project.  

The project had started with minimal Organics 

excavations, Till embankments, and waste rock 

embankments.  Due to the increase in the earthwork 

quantities, approximately 50% more material than 

contract, the crew size has had to increase along with 

the equipment needed to complete the project.  

Although the increase of volumes was a challenge to 

coordinate the works and the people, the supervision 

team had taken the task and successfully made it 

work.  Some of the obstacles that proved to be 

challenging were the organics and water that was 

associated to the movement and handling the 

material.  Although the contract deemed the 

material organics, it was a muskeg, but with proper 

handling of the water and works the team was able to 

complete the removal of all works in time for the till 

and the waste rock to follow suit.  Another challenge 

was to stay ahead of the oversize rock in the borrow 

pit, originally it wouldn't have been much of an issue 

but with the increase in waste rock required we 

encountered many seems of rock, in fact, we estimate 

that we had to move 25,000m3 of oversize rock in 

order to keep our waste rock to embankment going.  

A lot of time spent moving rocks.

The north has always been a challenge with the 

location, getting parts and keeping the machines 

running in isolation, and now the covid along with 

the added tasks related to this had put a bit more of 

twist on the works.  

The supervisor team and the crew did a great job, we 

will complete the project on time and the owner has 

already shared their praise on how well everything 

has gone.  That is always great to hear as there is 

more work coming up in the next few years and we 

want to make sure we are at the top on there list. 
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